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1. Platters
AA Catering stock a wide range of catering platters that are perfect for both hot and cold foods
and great for creating sandwich displays. Our platters come in a range of shapes and sizes to
suit you whether it is for a personal, corporate or professional event. The perfect products for
buffet displays, our serving platters are commonly used for sea food displays, sandwich
displays, meat displays and salad displays.
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1.1 Rectangle Platters
Rectangular Platters are one of our largest sections and our most popular products. We stock
large quantities of the rectangular platters section so that we do not disappoint our
customers. In the Rectangular Platters section our most cost-effective buffet trays are SP1,
SP2, SP3 and SP4. The most popular buffet trays are the amazing quality DS14C, DS17C and
DS22C made by Sabert – the leading manufacturer of buffet plastic platters.
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1.2 Octagonal Platters
Octagonal Platters are an elegant way to showcase your food. The Black Plastic Platter bases
with matching clear dome plastic lids are of the highest quality.
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1.3 Round Platters
Round Plastic Platters are beautiful, stylish and available in 3 sizes with matching plastic
platter lids.

1.4 Compostable Platters & Plates
If you are holding an event that requires Compostable or Biodegradable Platters and Plates,
then this section is for you! The Compostable Platters are now the same cost as the Black
Plastic Platters and fit the same lids. The advantage of the pulp plates and bowls is that they
can be thrown with the food waste because they compost within days and comply with all
current compostable food packaging legislation.
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1.5 Foil Platters
Foil Platters come in 3 oval sizes. These Foil Platters have been a founding stock item for us.
The Foil Platters are fully recyclable and very cost effective and durable.

1.6 Platter Bags
Platter Bags can be used in 2 ways – to cover the food on the platter so that if you have to
leave your food at the venue, it will still be hygienic, even after a solid lid has been removed
saving you costs in replacing lids and the bases if the packaging is non-returnable. Also, the
quality of the bags is so good, they can save the purchase of a lid altogether, if transportation
is not an issue. In addition to that, the Platter Bags have self-sealable/resealable strips.
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2. Aluminium Foil Containers
We have a huge range of high-quality Aluminium Foil Containers that are available in many
sizes and shapes. Our Aluminium Foil Containers are perfect for dishes such as steak puddings,
pastries, pies, salads, hot meats, stir fry’s, sauces, curries and desserts. Our Aluminium Foil
Containers come in a range of sizes and are suitable for the freezer and the oven.
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2.1 Rectangular Foils
Rectangular Foils contain the most popular take away foils and the very useful tray bake foils.
The large Rectangular Foils are great for large meat and potatoes pies for the catering industry.
Most Rectangular Foils have a corresponding lid which would be found in the associated
products section on each page.

2.2 Compartment Foils
Our two and three Compartment Aluminium Foil trays are ideal for a variety of different meals
and cuisines. These compartment trays are perfect for meals on wheels and foreign dishes
such as Indian, Chinese and Mexican.
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2.3 Square Foils
Another popular type of the Aluminium Foil Containers is the Square Foil Container. All three
of these take a lid if required. The containers with the foil codes 2820 and 2824 are excellent
for cooking a family sized chicken.

2.4 Dish Foils and Basin Foils
Our extensive range of Aluminium Dish Foils are perfect for meat pies, side dishes and cottage
pies. All our Dish Foils are part of our extensive Aluminium Foil Containers range. None of the
Dish Foils take a lid, so our Dish Foils are finished with a rolled edge.
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2.5 Flan Foils and Custard, Saucer & Patty Foils
The quality of our Flan Foils is excellent, and they are always in stock! Apart from the 9’’ Flan
Foil (code 2282) which can take a foil board lid, all the other Flan Foils have a rolled edge.
Some of the foils are lanced (with pinprick holes in the base) specifically aimed to help bake
pastries.
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2.6 Round Plate Foils and Oblong & Oval Foils
Round Plate Foils are one of our favourite sections, simply because we use them to make apple
pies at home! The plate with the foil code 2038 is perfect for baking pastries, as they are
lanced (with pinprick holes in the base), making it easier to cook the pastry evenly.
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3. Salad Containers
Salads need great packaging and we have a fantastic range for you in all shapes and sizes! Our
salad packaging has good closures and clear visibility and stacking.

3.1 Square Salad Containers
Square Salad Containers are extremely useful and can be used for so many applications. The
square shape allows for economic shelf and fridge stacking. Rectangle salad containers are
hinged containers and range from 375cc to 750cc. Our VC90 is the perfect size for waffles or
cupcakes.
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3.2 Rectangle Salad Containers
We stock Rectangle Salad Containers at all times. The versatility of these salad containers is
outstanding. The rectangle salad containers range from 250cc to 1500cc. These containers
have a leak proof closure, stack-ability and clarity and can be used for any cold food purposes
from coleslaw to family salads.
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3.3 Round Salad Containers
We stock two types of Round Salad Containers: hinged or with separate lids. The Round Salad
Containers V375 and V500 have a hinged lid and are stackable, whereas the other round salad
bowls are sold separate from the lids and range from 24oz to 80oz (fruit bowl size).
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3.4 Compartment Salad Containers
Compartment Salad Containers can be so useful if you need to keep flavours or dips separate.
Our black plastic salad compartment trays are also microwaveable, so you can heat up your
food with ease!

3.5 Compostable Salad Containers
Our new Compostable Salad Containers are not only great for the environment but are now
the same cost as their plastic counterparts! The 2 sizes are both hand-size, so eating on the
move is easy. Our Compostable Salad Containers have matching lids that are stackable and
clear for product visibility.
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4. Deli Pots & Deli Containers
Tamper Evident Pots are very strong and durable. For on the shelf packaging which needs the
security of tamper evident, look no further! Once the tab is broken, the tamper evident
containers can be reclosed with a very secure fit. Our tamper evident pots are microwave safe
and leak proof. In addition to that, the containers can go in the freezer for short periods of
time without cracking.
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4.1 Tamper Evident Containers
Our Tamper Evident Containers are great for use on self-serve counters in Delis, Cafes and
Shops. All our pots are microwavable giving you the flexibility of serving the contents hot or
cold. The pots are perfect for all types of food such as olives, soups, pasta or fruit salads.
Tamper Evident Containers are very popular and are available in a range of sizes from 180ml
up to 1000ml.
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4.2 Deli Pots
We have 4 sizes of Deli Pots: 4oz, 8oz, 12oz and 16oz. The pots we stock are durable, have
good closure and the lid can be fixed quickly. Our Deli Pots are sold together with the lids and
are microwave and freezer safe.
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4.3 Small Round Containers
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4.4 Trifle Dishes & Cake Slices
The Trifle Dishes and Cake Slices are as beautiful as packaging can be! For a homemade effect
the Trifle Dishes have the crystal cut effect and can have a flat clip on the lid. The Cake Slices
are suitable for cheesecakes or a piece gateau placed on its side.

5. Microwave & Oven Containers
Microwave and oven safe containers can be found in this section. CPET trays are suitable for
the oven, microwave and freezer – one of the most versatile and popular containers in out
catalogue.
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5.1 Microwave Containers
Our Microwave Containers section contains some our most popular products - deli pots,
takeaway PP containers made by SATCO and our MANI black microwave pots and
compartment trays with clear lids.
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5.2 CPET Trays
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6. Polystyrene Takeaway
For quality take away food packaging on a budget, polystyrene is the answer. Wholesale
Takeaway Polystyrene Containers are strong, cost-effective, heat retaining and secure.
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6.1 Burger & Meal Boxes
In our Burger and Meal Boxes section we can package anything in the takeaway market.
Polystyrene fish & chips boxes, burger boxes, jacket potatoes boxes and hinged food boxes –
all light to stock, cost effective and heat retaining.
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6.2 Chip Trays
Perfect portion control in our chip tray range. It is a cleaner option to simple paper and easier
for the customer to handle on site. We sell the most popular sizes: chippy, chip tray no.1, no.2,
and no.3. We also supply the greaseproof imitation paper already cut in half or quarter.

6.3 Food Containers
Round or rectangle shapes are all available in our polystyrene food container range. The
famous pea or gravy container 4FC or meals on wheels pudding container 8oz (code 8FC). All
come with matching lids in the related products.
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6.4 Plates & Bowls
Have you experienced paper plates collapsing with food at parties? Use polystyrene instead!
Our polystyrene Plates and Bowls are perfect for most events.

7. Sandwich Packaging
There are so many ways to wrap sandwich products to make our lives convenient. Our
Sandwich Packaging is easy to use and is designed to enhance your products. This Sandwich
Packaging section contains sandwich wedges, heat seal bags, tortilla wraps and baguette
packaging.
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7.1 Sandwich Wedges
Sandwich Wedges galore. We supply a large range of sandwich wedges open and hinged. Our
open sandwich wedges are sealed with sandwich film. We have standard, deep fill and triple
sandwich wedges that extend the shelf life of your sandwich products.
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7.2 Tortilla Wraps & Baguettes
Tortilla Wraps and Baguette boxes are great individually designed products to showcase the
product fully. The clarity of the baguette trays allows the customer to see the contents of the
sandwiches and they have a secure closure. The two Kraft items can be heat seal bagged for
security and cleanliness. This tortilla wraps and baguettes section is also where you will find
the clear hinged plastic bap box.
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7.3 Heat Seal Bags
Heat seal bags can be used to wrap anything even outside the food industry. Just pop it in the
bag and use a bag sealer to seal the cellophane bag and it cuts off the excess packaging to
leave professional finish.
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7.4 L Sealer Rolls
We sell a complete range of sizes in L Sealer Rolls, for use with an L sealer machine. L Sealer
Rolls are folded over so a roll of code 600/300 will stand at a height of 300mm (12 inch) when
folded and a height of 600mm (24 inch) when open.

8. Tableware
In this tableware section we stock quality napkins, doyleys, table covers and banquet rolls.
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8.1 Napkins, Banquet Rolls & Doyleys
Our Napkins section contains the most popular serviettes, the 1ply and 2ply white 33cm
napkins. We also stock some 3ply and swan silk serviettes.

8.2 Slipcover & Table Cover
Slipcovers are measuring approximately 90cm squared, whereas Table Covers are
approximately 120cm squared.
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9. Cups & Glasses

9.1 Polystyrene Cups
Polystyrene Cups are essential part of everyday catering. We stock the Dark Polystyrene Cups.
The quality is excellent and consistent, and our sizes range from 7oz to 12oz polystyrene cups.
The advantage of polystyrene cups is the thermal quality, keeping your hand protected while
your drink remains hot or cold.
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9.2 Paper Cups
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9.3 Paper Cup Accessories

9.4 Soup Containers
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9.5 Plastic Glasses
We are very proud to stock our excellent range of Plastic Glasses. Our elegant yet very
practical silver stemmed plastic wine glass, champagne flute and cocktail glasses will stand out
at any party or event to give that classy and professional touch. Pint glasses and half pint
glasses are also found in this section, ideal for any outdoor events.
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10.

Bags

This Bags section encompasses a variety of carrying products from simple paper bags to
quality foil lined bags.

10.1

Paper Bags & Film Front Bags

Quality Film Front Bags come in all sizes. In this section you can find block bottom bags with
side gussets either with or without a handle. The handles of the heritage bags are securely
fastened so as not to come off in use.
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10.2

Carrier Bags & Refuse Sacks

10.3

Heat Seal Bags
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10.4

Butchers Wrap

Butchers Wrap is a simple but essential product. It is made from clear plastic and is food safe
for wrapping meat products. Because our butchers wrap is high quality and smooth, we also
have many cake producers who also like to wrap homemade products in and tie with ribbon
for an elegant look.

11.

Compostable & Biodegradable Products
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12.

Cutlery

If you need catering disposables for a party, but don’t want to buy 1000 sets of cutlery, then
this party items section is for you! We give you a chance to buy our quality products in small
quantities at a great price. In this section you can find polystyrene plates, pint and half pint
glasses.
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Thank you for taking time to look through
our catalogue!
We try to stock the best quality products at
the best possible price. If you would like any
samples or need any advice about products
please email or phone us and we will help
to the best of our ability.
Customer service is very important to us
and we keep a large stock so that we can
achieve same day dispatch for orders
placed before 2.30pm Monday to Friday.

AA Catering Disposables Ltd
1 Grafton Place
Morecambe
Lancashire
LA3 1RZ
01524 833016
info@aacateringdisposables.co.uk

aacateringdisposables.co.uk

